Hamilton County High
School
2 points

1.8x growth

71% less time

average ACT score
improvement for
students enrolled in
ChalkTalk.

compared to the
national average ACT
score improvement (1.1
points).

than the national average
ACT score improvement
period results achieved in
an average of 15 weeks vs 1
year.

“Growth” Over the Years

Summary Over the Years
Over the past two academic years, 176 Hamilton students had significant learning activity on
ChalkTalk.

2020/2021 (Fall)

2021/2022 (Fall)

Students

58

118

Points

1.8

2.1

Improvement

1.6x

1.9x

Time

35%

23%

(Compared to US national avg)

(Compared to US national avg)

The US national average for ACT score improvement is 1.1 points after a full year of instruction. [ACT Research & Policy, The ACT, 2016]

Results reported by “Proficiency"
⦿: Student behind by 1 grade level.
⦿: Student meets grade level benchmark

⦿: Student behind by 4+ grade levels.
⦿: Student behind by 2-3 grade levels.

2020/2021 (Fall)

English
Before
After

73%

27%

20%

73%

7%

Reading
Before

13%

87%

After

33%

67%
Percentage of students

2021/2022 (Fall)

English
Before

14%

After

14%
29%

65%

7%

28%

43%

Reading
Before

14%

21%

After

14%

21%

64%
21%
Percentage of students

43%

About District

Impact Study Methodology

Hamilton County High School is a public
school located in Jasper, FL.

During these two academic years,
students who used ChalkTalk saw an
average 2-point improvement on the ACT
which is 1.8x greater than the US national
average in only 29% of the time.

Students take an official ACT practice test.
Test data is used to auto-generate daily
lesson plans for the custom school
schedule. Every lesson plan has whole
group instructional materials for the
teacher plus student-facing materials
(small group activities, personalized
practice, and interactive study resources).
Students end with another official ACT
practice test.
This impact study reports on “growth”
between the official test scores. It also uses
reports on “proficiency” using the official
College-Readiness grade-level test score
benchmarks published by ACT.

Quotes

“

I'm glad we used ChalkTalk because at the beginning of the year I was struggling to

find information. ChalkTalk was the light out of darkness. If it's on the test, it's on
ChalkTalk. Nothing is on the test that's not on ChalkTalk. It's a life saver for teachers.

“

Vickie Morris, ELA teacher

Today I taught lesson 6 on "Diction" & it was one of the best lessons yet. Brian

& I discussed the lesson on the way to school and compared little mnemonic devices
that we use to help us remember the differences in the homophones that are
compared in that lesson. It was quite a bit of new material for most of our students
and a good challenge for them.
Nancy Metzer, ELA teacher

